2015

- Workshop Merz fillers: RADIESSE® & BELOTERO® VOLUME, 16 January, Global Care Clinic®, Zolder
- The Arab Health Congress 26-29 January 2015, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
- Silhouette soft en Ellansé workshop, Carpe Clinic - Dr Karavani, 5 February, Antwerp
- Workshop MOTIVA “Ergonomix”– Sure Medical, 7 February, Atomium, Brussel
- CO2 laser workshop - LaserMedico, 28 February, Vilvoorde
- 13th Aesthetic & Anti-Aging Medicine World Congress, 26-28 March 2015, Monte Carlo, Monaco
- Workshop “Clinical Facial Anatomy”, 8-9 May 2015, Amsterdam
- Workshop TeosyalPen® & Teosyal RHA, 30 May 2015, Be Clinic, Dr. Plovier, Overijse
- Isaps, 12th BEAULI Workshop, 12 June, Berlin
- 3rd Istanbul Advanced Rhinoplasty Course, 18-20 June, Dr. Cerkes, Istanbul

2014

- ISAPS Dubai Teaching Course 2014, 24-25 January, “Come see the Future”
- Guest operations in Bella Roma Medical & Aesthetic Surgery Center in Dubai, 29 January, (http://www.bellaroma.ae/)
- Arab Health, 27-30 January 2014 Dubai
- 12th Anti-Aging Medicine World Congress AMWC 2014, 3-5 April Monte Carlo, Monaco
- Workshop Merz, ‘Belgische Vereniging Esthetische Geneeskunde’, 24 April, Brussel
- RBPS meeting, 10 Mai, Knokke, Belgium
- SAUDI GERMAN HOSPITAL , 6 September, Dubai, http://www.sghdubai.ae/
- Workshop Silimed - Polyurethane Implants, 20 September, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

2013

- Secondary Optimizing Aesthetic Surgery Symposium , 22 February, Köln/Keulen
- Bruco workshop ‘Teosyal redensity expert’, 22 March, Brussels
- Facial Anatomy & Aesthetic Pitfalls, Dr. Ali Pirayesh, 28 March, Global Care Clinic Zolder
- Spring Meeting of the RBPS, 27 April, Liège
- Seminar BSPC workshop sterilisation, Beaucare clinic, 14 May, Machelen
- Workshop by Dr. Mauricio de Maio, Volbella – Volift – Botox, 24 May, Breda, (www.mauriciodemaiocom.br)
- CATFAS IV Coupure Seminars “Controversies, Art and Technology in Facial Aesthetic Surgery”, Gent, 7-9 June (E:mc2 – Dr. Tonnard / Dr. Verpaele)
- 22nd ISAPS course, Aesthetic education worldwide, 26-28 September, Cannes

2012

- 14th IMCAS International Master Course on the Aging Skin, Paris
- Symposium Esthetische Geneeskunde, 11 February, Antwerpen
- 10th Anti-Aging Medicine World Congress AMWC, 29-31 March, Monte Carlo, Monaco
- 21st ISAPS congress 2012, 4-8 September, Geneva
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2012
- ISAPS 2012 21th Congress September, Barcelona
- International Congress in Aesthetic Anti-Aging Medicine & Medical Spa ICAAM November Dubai
- Merz Aesthetic European Expert Summit, 17-18th December 2012 MAEXS 2012 Amsterdam

2011
- 13th IMCAS International Master Course on the Aging Skin 6-9 January, Paris
- Private teaching course in E:mc2 Gent (Dr. Tonnard) MACS-lift & Polyurethane breast augmentation (www.emctwee.be)
- XXIst Congress of the Belgian Society of Aesthetic Medicine: 18 -19 March, Brussels
- Dubai Derma 19-21 April, Dubai
- Dubai Guest Operator Liposuction instructor Dr. Luiz Toledo, Dubai
- IPRAS 16th congress 22-27 May, Vancouver

2010
- 12th IMCAS International Master Course on the Aging Skin, 8-11 January, Paris
- 8th AMWC Anti-aging Medicine World Congress & Medispa, 8-10 April, Monaco
- Breform specialist meeting, Bloomedical, 10 April, Antwerp
- CATFAS III 2010 Coupure Seminars “Controversies, Art and Technology in Facial Aesthetic Surgery”, 4-6 June Gent (E:mc2 – Dr. Tonnard / Dr. Verpaele)
- NVPC Congres, 1-2 October, Amsterdam
- Obagi seminar, 12 October, Vught
- Miami Fat Graft Course: 30 October (Dr. Roger Khouri) (www.miamibreastcenter.com).
- Restylane Workshop, Dr. Vandeputte, 24 November, Oudenaarde

2009
- 11th International Master Course on the Aging Skin, IMCAS Paris
- NEWTEC 2009 Symposium on Aesthetics - New Techniques with Live Surgery, Cosmipolis Clinic Brugge
- 5th M_A_S_T_E_R conference for Network-Lipolyis, Germany
- International Meeting on Aesthetic and Reconstructive Facial Surgery in Mykonos
- QMP 2009 Aesthetic Surgery Symposium in Chicago
- Radiesse Workshop in Atlaskliniek
- Sebbin workshop by Dr. Mertens, Medipolis, Antwerp
- Expert meeting Allergan – McGhan – Natrelle, Antwerp
- ‘De la Pratique à l’Art’ by Dr. Jean Hébrant, Jambes
- BioDynamic™ System with hands-on training by Dr. Demeyere, Gent

2008
- 10th International Master Course on the Aging Skin, IMCAS, Paris
- 19th Congress of ISAPS Melbourne, Australia
- Guest surgeon Dr. Darryl Hodgkinson in Sydney, Australia (www.drhodgkinson.com)
- Guest surgeon Dr. Woffles Wu, Singapore, known for the Woffles-lift (www.woffleswu.com).
- 4th Beauty through science, Akademikliniken Stockholm
- Training in injection techniques “The whole face approach” by Mauricio de Mayo, Botox Allergan, Quole Clinic, Waalre
- Office Based Anaesthesia and surgery, UCL, Brussels
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- XXIst Meeting of the Mediterranean Society of Plastic Aesthetic Surgery, Nice
- Miami Fat Graft Course (Dr. Roger Khouri) (www.miamibreastcenter.com).
- European Congress on Anti-aging And Aesthetic Medicine, Düsseldorf
- Guest surgeon at Dr. Claude Le Louarn, Paris, known for concentric malar lift (www.lelouarn.net)

2007
- 9th International Master Course on the Aging Skin, IMCAS Paris
- 3rd Beauty through science, Akademikliniken Stockholm
- 14th International Congress of the International Confederation for Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery (IPRAS 2007), Berlin
- CATFAS II "Controversies, Art and Technology in Facial Aesthetic Surgery", Gent (E:mc2)
- 4th International Congress for Injection-Lipolysis, Paris
- NEWTEC 2007 Symposium on Aesthetics - New Techniques with Live Surgery, Cosmipolis Clinic Brugge

2006
- 8th International Master Course on the Aging Skin, IMCAS, Paris
- ISAPS Cape Town Instructional Course on Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, South Africa
- Guest operator Dr Des Fernandez in Kaapstad, Zuid-Afrika (www.environ.co.za)
- Contour Threadlift Skills Transfer Course, London
- XV International Course on Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery in Clinica Planas, Barcelona
- ISAPS Surgery Facilities Resources Inspector Training Course, Knokke
- Joint BeNeLux meeting 2006 Knokke BVPRAS en NVPC
- Skintech peeling workshop with Dr. Philippe Deprez, Empuriabrava, Spain (www.clinicahera.es)

2005
- 7th International Master Course on the Aging Skin, IMCAS, Paris
- CATFAS I Coupure Seminars "Controversies, Art and Technology in Facial Aesthetic Surgery", Gent (E:mc2 – Dr. Tonnard / Dr. Verpaele)
- Workshop bilprothesen Laboratoires Sebbin, Paris
- Lustrum Belgische Vereniging voor Plast., Reconstr. en Esthetische chirurgie: 50 jaar

2004
- 6th IMCAS International Master Course on the Aging Skin, Paris
- SOFCEP congres in Deauville, with BAAPS
- XIV International Course on Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery in Clinica Planas Barcelona

2003
- Bio-Alcamid, the permanent endoprosthesis workshop, ABMedical 2003 Amsterdam
- European Association of Plastic Surgeons (EURAPS) meeting in Vienna 2003
- Advances in Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery, 4th International Course 2003 Barcelona
- International Confederation for Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery, 13th IPRAS congress in Sydney Australia August 2003
- International Course on Body Contouring & Breast Surgery Luik/Liège December 2003

2002
- Rimpeltherapy workshop with Botox (Dysport) in Arenborghoeve, ABMedical
- XVI World Congress of ISAPS, Istanbul, Turkey
- Aquamid Workshop by Contura 2002 in Valkenhorst Kliniek
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- XIII International Course on Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery 2002 in Clinica Planas, Barcelona
- Aphrodite congress, 3rd international Symposium on Plastic & Aesthetic Surgery 2002, Cyprus
- Short Scar Face Lifting workshop by the Coupure Centre for Plastic Surgery 2002, Gent
- Ninth International Course in Modern Rhinoplasty techniques 2002 in AMC, Amsterdam